
Some three hundred years ago the empires of the world were toppled by a wave of fast growing greenery, a tide of
rampant growth spilling from the West. This event, the Verdancy, gave rise to the world you’ll explore during
this playtest - a titanic expanse of rustling waves and sturdy boughs known as the Wildsea.

Now chainsaw-driven ships cut their way across dense treetop waves, their engines powered by oilfruit, rope-
golems, honey and pride. Their crews are a motley, humanity's weathered descendants rubbing shoulders with
cactoid gunslingers, centipedal poets and silk-clothed spider-colonies, humanesque slugs with driftwood bones
and other, stranger things. Each has a role and a reason to be out on the wildsea, and it’s their stories - your
stories - that this game is designed to tell.

The wildsea hungers and grows, roots still questing down into the world’s depths as its waves ripple with life.
Spits of ancient earth and the heights of old-world monuments now serve as ports, cities, farms and jails, each
with their own laws and ways. The years after the wildsea’s arrival were harsh, and by the time the arts of sailing
and air travel were rediscovered most old cultures had splintered into new, often unrecognizable forms.

The economies of the verdant world are unpredictable  and ever-changing, but there’s always value to be found
for those willing to brave the perils of the wild.

That’s where you come in.

SETTING REFERENCE

GENERAL ADVICE
Four maxims to keep in mind as you and your crew
explore the rustling waves of the Wildsea.

Depth is Danger: The deeper down into the waves you
travel, the less likely you are to ever see the surface
again. Most settlements are found in the thrash (the
thin upper branches below the sky) and the tangle
(the thick network of interlinking branches and vines
just below the surface).
Your Ship is Your Haven: The rustling waves are the
haunt of predators, pirates and other, stranger
hazards. Take care of your ship and it’ll take care of
you, especially when civilization drops below the
horizon.
Life is Precious: Conflicts between civilized groups are
unlikely to end in death unless the situation is
particularly desperate. The sea claims more than
enough survivors already.
Salvage is King: While fresh plant and animal products
are common, metal and stone resources are limited
and valuable (usually repurposed from ancient
salvage). Most societies rely on barter and trade to
keep themselves going, and few if any places use
traditional currencies.TH
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THE CORE FOUR
The four sentient species that control the majority of
Wildsea territory.

The Ardent: The weathered descendants of pre-verdant
humans. They are a race of survivors; tough, weathered
and attuned to the moods and quirks of the waves, with
numerous small colonies scattered across the charted
sea.
The Ektus: Fibrous cactoids that tower head and
shoulders over the other races, the world-forest robbed
the ektus of the dunes and waterfalls of their ancestral
home. Most ektus now wander the waves, determined
to survive in a world that tried to snuff them out.
The Gau: Grown rather than born, the gau are a fungal
race cultivated within the warm darkness of their
colonies before being sent out into the world to revel in
the freed. Known for a strong sense of adventure and
curiosity.

The Chelicrae: Each chelicrae is a hive-mind of spiders,
thousands of them, which has shaped, bargained for or
stolen a humanesque form. Many chelicrae spin
themselves a silken skin, or inhabit discarded clothes
and armour.



Rolls are made using d6-based dice pools, quickly
assembled from the information you have on your
character sheet and the situations your characters
find themselves in. Dice rolled in this way help to
direct the conversation toward outcomes of triumph,
conflict or failure.

Tracks are used as a visual reference for many
aspects of your character, their relationships with
various factions and developments in the wider story.
Their boxes are marked or cleared by your actions.

You’ll also collect resources, anything from salvage
and charts to living secrets and forbidden spices.
These resources are tracked on your character sheet,
and can be combined or sacrificed for various effects.
Their precise uses and qualities are drawn out as your
group’s own unique version of the Wildsea develops.

RULES REFERENCE

IMPORTANT TERMINOLOGY
The Firefly: The Wildsea’s GM figure, there to help you
craft a narrative around your characters.
The Crew: Your player characters. The NPCs on your
ship are the undercrew.
Dice Rolls: Taken when you’re attempting something
difficult, dangerous or dramatic, or in situations
where an element of randomness is needed.
Cut: A measure of difficulty, referring to dice removed
after a roll has been made (starting with the highest
result first). You can cut voluntarily to increase the
impact of an action you’re taking as well.
Scenes: Short bursts of action, exploration and
discovery that give you a chance to develop the
narrative. Ask questions, roleplay and take actions.
Montages: Periods of rest and training, condensing
the mundane but necessary parts of an adventure.
Each character can take one task, essentially a long
action.
Journeys: Journeys allow your crew to take to the
waves in your ship. For each step of a journey you
choose whether you’re cutting a path, forging ahead
or dropping anchor, and characters take it in turns to
go on watch and roll to see what they discover.TH
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If you’re attempting something difficult, dangerous or
dramatic you’ll likely have to roll. To make a dice roll…

1. Describe Your Approach
How do you attempt what you’re trying to do?

2. Build a Dice Pool
Actions are rolled with between one and six d6s. The
factors that add dice to this pool are …

Edges: 1d6, if you have a relevant edge.
Skills: xd6, equal to a relevant skill rank.
Advantages: 2d6 maximum, which can be gained from
a favourable environment, helpful aspects, using or
risking resources as part of the roll or accepting help
from an ally.

3. Roll the Dice
When your dice pool is ready you roll all the dice in it at
once, then read off the highest number as your result.
Doubles are important too!

4. Play the Outcome
The conversation continues - what did your action
manage to change or affect?  Check the table below.

Action: Triumph, mark / clear if affecting a track
Acquire: One rare or two common resources
Attack: Deal damage and an effect
Reaction: Avoid damage and effects

Action: Conflict, mark / clear with a negative
Acquire: One common or two poor resources
Attack: Deal damage and take damage / effects
Reaction: Avoid damage or effects

Action: Failure, negative only
Acquire: One poor resource
Attack: Miss, take damage and effects
Reaction: Take damage and effects

Action: Unexpected benefit
Acquire: Unexpected tag
Attack: Unexpected benefit / inflict effect
Reaction: Unexpected benefit / counter damage
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CHARACTER SHEET REFERENCE
1 - Background: This details a character’s bloodline,
origin and post, as well as their name and a little bit
of descriptive text.

2 - Edges: General areas in which a character excels.
They give a reliable d6 when you take a relevant
action.

3 - Skills: More specific areas a character excels in.
Skills are ranked, from one to three, and give dice in
relevant situations.

4 - Languages: The languages a character can speak
and understand. Like skills these are ranked from
one to three, representing your fluency.

5 - Mires & Drives: A character’s mires are the vices and
curses that drag them down, their worst instincts
brought up to the surface. A character’s drives are the
counter to this, representing their ideals and long-
term goals.  These two systems are closely linked.
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companions that make you unique. Far more
permanent than resources, these give your character
special abilities and act as a measure of their health.
Aspects can add dice when they’re relevant to a roll.

7 - Resources: The temporary things that your character
has scavenged from the seas; old clothing, battered
weapons, wreckage and food, charts and secrets.
These can be used to craft, trade or add dice to rolls.

8 - Benefits, Injuries & Tracks: A space to record temporary
conditions that allow (or force) your character to act in
a different way. These conditions usually fade after
affecting your character a number of times.

9 - Milestones: Achievements that advance characters.

10 - Notes: A space for miscellaneous notes. Useful for
recording the names of NPCs and the features of ports
and settlements that you visit.
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